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ith over two decades of
rich experience, Bevcon
Wayors is today one of

the industry leaders in providing
high-quality, technologically
advanced and bulk material
handling systems and solutions.

Y Srinivas Reddy, Managing
Director, Bevcon Wayors, is
driving enterprise adoption of its
engineering solutions across
company's top of the line
customers. Under his leadership,
Bevcon achieved rapid growth
and delivered enterprises class
engineering solutions to Global
2000 Customers. His fervour for
design engineering has led to
numerous innovations in
Bevcon's Range of products while
ensuring high quality and faster
turnaround times.

In an interview with Paresh
Parmar, he discusses on the
trends shaping India's mining &
material handling sector at present
and also provides his strategies for
further growth…

Where does India stand in terms
of mining machinery as compared
to other developing countries?
India lags behind in terms of
mining mechanization which
creates large demand-supply gaps.
Mechanization costs are very high
due to total dependence on the
imported machinery & technology
that results in high cost solutions
thus pushing most of the miners
adopting conventional methods.

However things are improving

W

currently with most of the foreign
mining machinery manufacturers
establishing production centers in
India and are ready to share
technologies. Due to high
competition, overall technology
and machinery costs are going to
come down in due course.

Is there any shift in demand
for mining equipment due to
coal-related issues?
I don't see any shift because the coal
mines which are under debate and
discussions are yet to start
operations hence impact on the
present mining equipment demand

"There is great scope for the MHE industry in
future as we have abundant possibilities to explore
mines in various sectors once the guiding policies
are clearly defined by the government
with regard to environment, land
acquisitions and method of awarding
contracts in a transparent manner"

Y Srinivas Reddy
Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors

India's material handling equipment
sector to grow at 20 pc yoy

Asia's Larget, 2 X 500TPH Haldia Coke Handling system (Cleated Belt
Conveyor) at TATA Steel, Jamshedpur
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is minimal. However future
demand of mining equipment is
going to surge since most of the
mines will kick-start their
operations soon to keep up with
their commitments to government.

These coal issues have
definitely brought some clarity and
awareness in the mining which is
a good sign.

What is the market size of the
material handling equipment
industry?
Material Handling Equipment
(MHE) can be classified as catering
to two different needs of material
handling - unit handling and bulk
load handling. The size of the
Indian MHE industry is estimated
at around Rs 5,000 cr and is likely
to grow at 20 per cent year-on-
year over next five years, in
keeping with overall economic
growth. There are nearly 200
small to major players in the
Indian MHE industry.

What are the major challenges
confronting MHE industry?
There is great scope for the MHE
industry in future as we have

abundant possibilities to explore
mines in various sectors once the
guiding policies are clearly defined
by the government with regard to
environment, land acquisitions
and method of awarding contracts
in transparent manner. I am very
much optimistic that Indian
material handling industry will
have golden days ahead.

How do you look at technological
transformation in the industry?
Technological upgradation is
mandatory to survive in the
present competitive environment.
Hence we have developed two-level
strategy to enhance the
technological upgradation of the
product profile.

Firstly, by self-reliance
method wherein we have in-
house engineering research
department for developing 8-10
new material handling products
every year. In fact, they are the
lifelines for organization growth
and make us absolutely
competitive in the market.

Secondly, by collaborations
with foreign companies results in
exchange of technology. As on

date we have tied up with
Fleximat from Austria for critical
screening applications; Fredriech
from Germany for unbalanced
motors and exciters for our sizers
and feeders; Rollier from Spain
for fine screening applications;
and FMK from Poland for
stockyard applications.

Given the slowdown in core
activities, what impact have
you observed?
Yes, there is overall slowdown in
core sector growth, however, for
Bevcon impact is negligible in
terms of order realisations since
our presence is all around bulk
material handling industry and
vast range product basket keeps us
very busy.

Brief us about your
business model?
Our strategy of business is to cater
to the needs of client in all
respects from concept to
commissioning by manufacturing
almost all equipment needed in a
project so that we have total
control on timeline commitments,
cost and quality. It is a great
advantage to customer wherein he
is sourcing all the equipment from
one roof and counting on us in
fixing clear responsibility and
accountability which we prefer. To
meet these challenges we have
three verticals in the organisation:
ITP (Integrated Turnkey Projects),
MHE (Material Handling
Equipments) and AFD -
manufacturing of dust control and
pneumatic conveying systems.

Which are your main products?
Bevcon specializes in new
generation material handling
equipment which caters to present
day demands of bulk material
handling industries.

Equipment like steep angle
conveyors, air-cushioned-belt-
conveyor, Sandwich type  high
angle conveyors, cost effective
pollution free pneumatic
conveying systems, special flip

Radial Stacker for Coal Stockyard at IMFA
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flow screens for high moisture
material screening applications,
high efficient sugar graders, etc.

It also includes fines screening
and crushing equipment;
stockyard equipment like radial
stackers, liner stackers &
reclaimers; and conventional
material handling equipment like
belt conveyors, bucket elevators,
screw conveyors, chain conveyors
etc, among others.

On your expansion plans in
India and globally…
Being in material handling
business sector our prime aim is
to align to market dynamics based
on the developments and progress
our expansion plans are derived
from. Currently we are focusing
expanding or business to mining
sector which is going to grow
rapidly in future. With regard to
global plans we are already
supplying our equipment directly
and indirectly with associating
Indian customers.

Any plans to enter new segments?
Yes, we are developing new
products which are going to
cater to the needs of mining

Sandwich Belt Conveyor

sector and as well we are
seriously exploring manufacture
of stockyard equipment.

Who are your end users? Give us
a break up of your revenues?
Our end users to name a few are
ITC Bhadrachalam, Action Ispat,
Kamachi, Jindal Steel & Power Ltd,
Monet Ispat, Reliance, Ultratech,
Jaypee Group, Mangalam Cements,
GVK, etc.

Discipline, performance and
integrity is on top of our
organization agenda due to strong
fundamentals right from inception
and we have achieved significant
growth in all the fields of project
management executing many first
of kind projects in India. Bevcon
is profit making company from the
inception and have grown at
CAGR rate of 40 per cent since
2006. Last year our sales turnover
was Rs 182 crore.

Give us an idea of your
geographical presence and tie-ups
with similar players?
Bevcon is a two decade old leader
in manufacturing material
handling equipment based in
Hyderabad with pan India

presence having regional offices
located in Pune, Chennai, Kolkata,
Bhubaneswar, Delhi, Vadodara.

 We provide concept to
commissioning solutions and
execute turnkey projects for all
material handling applications. We
have two ISO certified
manufacturing units streamlined
back end process through SAP
Integration, in-house development
of IT Services and Software's for
project, planning, design,
execution and monitoring. Bevcon
has credit of developing innovative
material handling equipment
through in-house engineering
research division and by
technological collaboration with
foreign firms.

Bevcon has also collaborated
with many top engineering
companies located in America,
Europe, Australia and Asia.

What are your capex plans?
Unique advantage and strength of
the Bevcon is there is no financial
liability. As on date, all the
capex will be planned with
internal reserves.

With demand of higher capacity
equipment in mining, power and
steel sectors, what will be your
strategic plans ahead?
We have clear strategy derived to
meet the challenges going to come
from high capacity conveying. We
collaborated with FMK POLAND
for manufacturing stockyard
equipment, stackers and reclaimers
and also have technical
collaboration with Atlanta based
company M/s. Dos Santos for long
distance and high capacity
conveying conveyors as well as
sandwich conveyors which has
major role to play in mining, steel
and power sectors.

Your outlook for MHE industry…
Demand for bulk material handling
in India is very good and likely to
grow at 20 per cent year-on-year
over next five years, in keeping
overall economic growth.


